
Whether you want to enable a more transparent partnership 
with outside counsel or streamline in-house projects, DISCO 
Ediscovery helps legal professionals find key evidence quickly 
and resolve cases faster.

DISCO Ediscovery empowers legal teams to be more efficient 
and economical in their ediscovery efforts. 

 ■ Uncover valuable insights from advanced data visualization and 
analytics capabilities

 ■ Start substantive case work sooner with a fully integrated early 
case assessment (ECA) option

 ■ Optimize your review process with flexible and fully customiz-
able workflows

 ■ Enjoy instant access to reports to track outside counsel’s review 
pace, productivity, and estimated review completion date.

Create more accurate budgets with costs that are easier to 
predict and justify using DISCO Ediscovery’s uncomplicated 
per-gigabyte billing model, a clear menu of billable services, 
and no additional per-user charges. 

DISCO for Corporations
Manage and review huge volumes of complex data from one easy-to-
use platform and accurately predict costs to stay in budget

88% savings compared to the vendor’s estimate

1,000 additional documents were reviewed in just 
one day

Within three days, two DISCO reviewers found the 
vast majority of key documents

Case study
After receiving an expensive estimate from a vendor selected 
by outside counsel, a real estate company instead partnered 
with DISCO for an expedited review of 40,000 documents. By 
leveraging DISCO AI, the DISCO Review team completed the 
project on time for a fraction of the vendor’s projected cost.  
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Find evidence faster
They say time is money, and when you’re paying a law firm in 
billable hours, that adage is never more true. Increase efficiency, 
raise productivity, and expand your team’s capacity with the 
speed, performance, and artificial intelligence inherent in DISCO 
Ediscovery’s platform. You and your firm may achieve:

 ■ 23% increase in review throughput

 ■ 50%+ savings in review time utilizing our AI tools

 ■ 66% faster review utilizing DISCO Review

Our sub-second search and document rendering speeds save 
time and costs simply by virtue of our platform performance, 
helping move cases to swifter resolution.

Do more with less
From collection to preservation, DISCO is the force multiplier 
your team needs to manage your matters and reduce document 
review workload:

 ■ Load your own data, perform robust ECA, and create and run 
your own productions (in as few as four clicks) to in-source 
more work.

 ■ Simplify decision-making and front-load the most important 
materials with DISCO AI to create a more targeted document 
population for review.

 ■ Capitalize on the work you’ve put into reviewing documents 
on other cases to immediately identify similar documents in 
new data sets using cross-matter AI to jumpstart new matter 
evaluation without reading a single word.

 ■ Rely on DISCO Review for on-time, on-budget managed review 
— guaranteed.

Predict costs and stay on budget
Achieve greater cost certainty through our flat-rate, per-gigabyte 
transactional and enterprise subscription pricing models that 
allow for more accurate budget planning. You only pay for the 
pre-expanded data loaded into DISCO Ediscovery, not expanded 
data storage after processing or productions. DISCO does not 
charge for user licenses, processing, advanced analytics, or 
artificial intelligence, and may save you 30% or more over the 
life of your matter.

Enjoy worry-free managed review
Combining DISCO AI, our powerful platform, and deep expertise, 
the DISCO Review team consistently delivers reviews 60% faster 
than the industry average. Our team of industry veterans, who 
bring decades of experience running high-stakes, complex 
document reviews, leverages DISCO AI workflows and best 
practices to find responsive documents faster and reduce the 
number of documents requiring individual review. We guaran-
tee your review will be completed on budget and on time with 
superior results. 

Maintain security and control over  
your data
Eliminate the security risks and data sprawl associated with 
passing data through multiple software solutions. Import data 
quickly and securely directly into DISCO Ediscovery using our 
High-Speed Uploader. Use customizable roles and robust 
permissions to enable strict access to information, prevent 
unnecessary exposure of work product, and ensure seamless 
collaboration with both internal and external teams. Built on 
Amazon Web Services (AWS), DISCO employs tools and encryp-
tion methods according to security best practices.

Automate the legal hold process
Empower your legal team to notify custodians, preserve data, 
and track holds with a complete audit trail, without having to 
rely on IT. DISCO Hold automates the manual work necessary 
to comply with preservation requirements and enables legal 
teams to maintain a defensible legal hold policy from a single, 
easy-to-use, cloud-based interface. Your team can seamlessly 
collect, ingest, enrich, review, produce, and present data using 
DISCO Hold with DISCO Ediscovery and DISCO Case Builder on an 
intuitive legal platform that supports the entire litigation lifecycle.

DISCO is SOC2 Type 2 and ISO 27001 certified, and complies with GDPR and HIPAA.

Furthermore, AWS EU data centers and services comply with Cyber Essentials Plus, SOC 1/SSAE 16/ISAE 3402 (formerly SAS 70), SOC 2, SOC 3, FISMA, DIACAP, DOD CSM Levels 1–5, 

PCI DSS Level 1, ITAR, FIPS 140-2, MTCS Level 3, CSA, ENS High, PCI DSS Level 1, ISO 9001, ISO 27001, ISO 27017, ISO 27018, and TISAX.


